PET 358
TEACHING RUBRIC

COMPONENTS:

_____ /5  Teacher identified the skill/tactic targeted in the lesson
_____ /5  Teacher provided skill cues
_____ /5  Teacher explained and demonstrated how to do each activity clearly
_____ /5  Teacher made sure students understood each task (CFU)
_____ /5  2-3 activities taught
_____ /5  Activities were appropriate for designated skill/tactic
_____ /5  Teacher was organized and clear
_____ /5  Minimum explanation/managerial time (activity within 3 mins.)
_____ /5  Maximum OTR for all students
_____ /10 Safety of drill, setting, and arrangement of students in space
_____ /10 Assessment was provided for skill/tactic and included rubric/checklist

Comments:  


EVALUATORS:

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

_____ /65  Total peer evaluation